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ABSTRACT
Banks often accept handwritten forms for various purposes like
application for creating or closure of accounts, loans, net banking,
etc. The form takes a lot of user information consisting of sensitive
data viz. Aadhar card number, pan card number. This information
is usually taken in pen-paper format and needs entry to the bank
database to document the particulars in the system or the bank
requires to store a physical copy of the form for future reference.
Manual entry of these details into the bank database is a tedious
process and might be erroneous at times. Also, maintaining the
original copy of the form or like document generate stockpiles of
paper. In an attempt to overcome these discrepancies, the proposed
problem statement provides a solution by making use of
Handwritten Character Recognition which will input data in the
form of an image to store and maintain it in a digital library
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1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the availability of digital writing tools, many tasks such
as filling the form for Bank related work are still preferred as pen
paper. This cannot be considered as a limitation of technology but
the convenience of users over keyboard, mouse, and touchscreens.
Loss of information from physically stored records, difficulty in
accessing the records, erroneous manual entry to the database are
the common problems faced especially in the Indian banking
sector. Taking credentials from customers is pen-paper based, but at
the same time, it is difficult to store and access physical documents
efficiently. Also manual entry of user credentials to the database,
introduces the risk of sensitive data not being digitalized or
erroneous manual data entry to the system. Thus, storage, access,
and retrieval could be made digital, without any need to store the
physical hard copy of the document. This process can find
efficient solutions by making use of Deep learning technology.[1]
Handwritten character recognition is the process of recognizing the

handwritten text, then feeding it to the character recognition model
as an electronic translation of images.[2] The process would happen
by making use of the Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN)-image processing and then storing the contents of the
image into the database in machine-editable text format, using the
python libraries. Convolutional Neural Networks are primarily used
in the field of pattern of pattern recognition and are analogous to
ANN. CNN comprise of neurons that have the ability to optimize
themselves through learning that is these take raw input vector and
perform operations to get a final output of the class score.[3] In
this proposed system, the system would take blocks of handwritten
characters as an input vector and the same would be recognised and
stored in a database.

1.1 Why use CNN?
Architecture of CNN is well suited for 2D data and it uses 2D
convolutional layers to process data such as images. Convolutional
layer is the key building block of CNN. According to Alexander
Del Toro Barba, the ConvNets are computationally efficient than
the machine learning algorithms and have the ability to handle
unstructured data, thus have successfully evolved in areas such as
image recognition.[5]

Fig. 1. Feature Extraction in Neurons
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Matrix multiplication with different sections using randomly
generated matrices (Kernels) is done to find a good feature. If good
feature is not found, the algorithm backpropagates for
improvement.[6] Using this improving algorithm, the machine
self-learns.

1.2 CNN over LSTM
LSTM and RNN and derivatives make sequential predictions of
given data, that is to reach the present processing cell, the
long-term information has to travel through each cell. Although
LSTM can is able to learn and remeber and learn a lot of
information, the switch gates in the path make it rather more
complicated.
In contrast CNN makes spatial-correlations. According to [6],
LSTM is a general class of the Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN).
RNN is mainly used for problems, which require long range
information to be remembered.

1.3 Problems with RNN [7]
1. Vanishing gradient-
When updating gradient in back-propagation is small the algorithm
does not learn anything,
2. Exploding gradient-
Model cannot handle the large values generated due to the same
matrix multiplication, thus can crash.

The purpose of this problem statement concerns the bank
employees convenience for managing customer particulars at the
same time providing an efficient service to the customer.
The proposed system is a technological solution without
substituting the pen-paper input from the user in the banking sector.
The aim is to digitalize the handwritten text by scanning the
document and storing it in digital format. Thus, the data can be
stored into tables that can be retrieved easily as and when required.
In this project, the challenging task would be selecting particulars
from the form and putting it in the desired table. The approach to
this problem would use offline handwritten character recognition
using Convolutional Neural Networks.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Introduction of the optical character recognition and knowing
the advantages of this technology gave rise to the conduction of
experiments with OCR. The second generation of IBM OCR was
used to recognize numerals back then in the 1960s.[10]
Upgrading the generations, further research was carried out in
1975-1980, for OCR to operate on large hand-written data sets with
poor print quality than before. Online character recognition used
to put some restrictions on the orders and number of strokes for
Japanese characters. This disadvantage was overcome in the offline
methodology for Japanese character recognition, which used
nonlinear shape normalization.[11] In the year 1999, recognition
was performed as a combination of online and offline character
recognition where bitmap image was used as an input for offline
method thus achieving a 73 percent recognition rate. Further, the
use of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in the recognition
systems was encouraged to upgrade the recognition rate for offline
character recognition.[12] Algorithms such as image segmentation
and recognition in union with the HMM suggested optimization of
word recognition problems.

In the year 2005, Liu et al proposed a system of gradient-based
feature extraction. The moto being to improve the efficiency of
character recognition using the demarcation schemes. Further, in
2006, the system was improved making use of low character
resolution.
Use of glyph image quality estimation and glyph recognition
was used for the same.[13] The proposed system by Kannan
et al (2008) was used for recognition of preprocessing cursive
Tamil characters made use of the HMM(Hidden Markov Model)
was claimed robust and flexible at the same time.[14] Use of
neural networks for character recognition purposes started gaining
momentum then. In 2009, Prasad et al proposed a technique for
recognition of characters from the Gujarati language, making use
of neural networks. Image enhancement and prepossessing were
carried out before image recognition.[15] Use of CNN peaked
especially after 2011 when handwriting analyzed by Ciresan
achieved a tiny 0.27 percent error rate.[16] But the document
recognition work using the neural networks was instigated way
back in 1998.[17] In the hybrid system based on Generalized
Regression Neural Network which used wavelet transform (2012),
gave an insight that classification algorithms had more robustness
than the algorithms used till then.[18]

CNN is a computationally expensive algorithm like any other
neural network algorithm. The reason behind this is CNN requires
a huge amount of training data and cannot properly handle input
transformations.[19] Although these intensive tasks are handled
much better with the advancements in the hardware like GPUs,
the errors in handwritten text recognition differ to an extent and
as a result, the outputs are averaged.[20] However, the NYtimes
has already harnessed this method to store the old print in their
archives. Thus, the banking application of CNN of scanning forms
and storing them into databases foresees a compelling solution for
the current bank operations. CNN has embarked in the applications
by overcoming many approaches in image processing, yet persists
with some drawbacks. For instance, they are not robust to affine
transformation and do not take the spatial relationships within the
image into considerations. A fairly new trend in research has come
up with a robust solution for the drawbacks CNN which would even
help to get rid of the 0.27% error in the handwriting analysed by
Ciresan. Capsule networks providing a solution for CNN by
training the kernels to activate specific parts of the object thus
setting an equivariance among the kernel equations. CapsNets give
an improved performance with the combined use of kernels and
dynamic routing to collect opinions from individual capsules.[21]
Neural networks have now the ability to learn with a mere 200
training samples per class,[22] making the conversion of
handwritten text to digitized text more efficient and accurate.

2.1 Advantages of the System
—A handwritten form can be digitalized and stored in database

easily.
—Easy to store and access information.
—A lot of time can be saved.
—Helping bank employees to reduce the inaccuracy caused due to

manual entries.

2.2 Limitations of the system
—Can only detect English characters.
—Can only detect English characters.
—Quality of the final image depends on quality of the initial image.
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Fig. 2. Proposed System Architecture.

Fig. 3. Convolutional Neural Networks.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
CNN will be trained with the NIST dataset[24]

3.1 Input
The input would be fed to the system via a scanner or any
optical device. It would contain the customer details which have to
be stored in the bank system database.

3.2 Localization of Boxes
Boxes would be detected on the inverted image by detecting the
vertical lines, horizontal lines and summing them up.

Fig. 4. Original Form

After thresholding (replacing each pixel with a black pixel if the
image intensity is than some fixed constant or a white pixel if
image intensity is greater than the constant) the image, box
detection would begin.
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Fig. 5. After thresholding the image

Fig.-. shows the steps in box detection

3.3 Preprocessing
Before the image is given to the CNN model for recognition, we
have cleaned it in three steps as follows-
1. Gray scaling:
It is the process of converting an image from other color spaces
to shades of gray. Gray scaling ensures dimensionality reduction-
color spaces(RGB, CMYK, etc) having different directions are
reduced to one, thus reducing the complexity of the model.[25]

Fig. 6. Gray Scaling

2. Black and white (binary) conversion:
Often a gray scale image is converted to a binary image to define
the part of image that needs to be recognised. Such pixels could be
set to 1 for more accurate recognition.

Fig. 7. Black and white conversion

3. Erosion:
It is called as the morphological operation in which the pixels from
the object boundary are removed so that the substantive object
remains and small white noises, islands and objects are
removed.[26]

Fig. 8. Erosion
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3.4 CNN Model
The CNN model developed for this bank system consists of 10
convolutional layers, 5 max-pooling layers, and 3 dense layers, a
total of 13 layers. Images of size 64 x 64 are fed to the model for
training and are passed through a stack of convolutions equipped
with ReLU[28], followed by max pooling, which is done in a
2 x 2-pixel window similar to[29]. Upon training a subpart of the
NIST dataset consisting of Block letters and numbers a training
accuracy of 95% was achieved with 10 epochs. Further, training
the entire NIST dataset which comprised Block letters, small case
letters as well as numbers a training accuracy of 86% was reached,
keeping the number of epochs constant.
Further testing the model with entire NIST dataset produced the
following results (Table 1.)-

Table 1. Accuracy of the model
No. Handwritten Form Type Accuracy
1 Block letters + numbers 74.04
2 Block letters + small case letters + numbers 86.0

3.5 Keras for implementation
Kears is especially preferred for the implementation of neural
networks due its high level implementation modules.With neural
networks getting deeper, it might become difficult for the user to
tune with all the parameters. Keras makes this tasks easy. It
abstracts low level libraries like TensorFlow[30] and enables the
user to not to focus on the low level details of the
implementation.[31]

3.6 output of predict.py to text file to do corrections(if
any)

After training the dataset with CNN and testing the input against
the output, the result generated from the predict.py file is then put
to a text file that is opened for the bank employee to check for
any discrepancies in the credentials that were scanned. The bank
employee gets the access to do corrections (if any) to the scanned
form. Normally, the output on the console(for the python file) can
be written as it is to a text file with the terminal command(Ubuntu)
python3file.py > textfile.txt. The same command was
included in the implementation for the automatic generation of the
text file from the predicted output by importing the os module.[32]

3.7 Textfile to a table in Database
The content of the textfile is read line by line making use of the file
handling operations in python.[33] The value name: XYZ is split
using the splitline function and only the value XYZ is appended to
the particular column in the table of the MySQL database.

3.8 Save form as pdf with time stamp and date, text
file is deleted

The textfile is now converted to a pdf file using the FPDF library
[34] in python. The data from textfile is now stored in a pdf file
and this pdf is stored on the local machine with the current date
and time stamp. This pdf will hold all the details on the form which
was filled by the customer. This file will act as an e-form and serve
as the backup for the database.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a system to encourage the use of Handwritten
Character Recognition methods in the Indian banks which would
ease out the data management, access, maintenance, and storing
facilities. This would certainly contribute to making banking
transactions more efficient and more autonomous. As already
automated passbook printing machines have helped to dequeue the
lines in front of the desk, implementing this system. Convolutional
Neural Networks have been the center-forward in image
recognition algorithms, yet the system seeks a future with optimal
training sets with capsule networks.
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Fig. 9. Box Detection

Fig. 10. Result: Box Detection
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